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 discovery of new genes and proteins 

 study of gene regulation and protein function 

 evolution study (fylogenetic maps) 

 

 diagnosis of pathogens 

 diagnosis of genetic diseases (DNA mutations) 

 production of medicaments (vaccine, insulin..) 

 food industry (identification of ingredients) 

 gene engineering (production of GMO) 

 forensic medicine (paternity and maternity tests) 

 criminalistics (identification of persons) 

 identification of animals (illegal transport) 

 pedigree tests …….. 

Usage of methods of molecular biology 

Genomic, transctriptomic, proteomic  



Material 

 virus, bacteria, parasites, plants, animals  

 body fluids (blood, saliva, amniotic fluid..) 

 tissues, hairs, feather…  

-  fresh / frozen / in parafin 

DNA isolation 

Procedure 

  commercial sets (enzymes, buffers…) 

  fenol-chloroform extraction    



CLONING 

- formation of new copies (clones) 

 molecular (copying DNA by PCR or copying in bacteria) 

 embryonal (division of embryonal cells that results in 

 identical twins) 

 transnuclear (transfer of nucleus from somatic cell into sex 

 cell results in forming the copy of  individuum, e.g. sheep 

 Doly) 

Types: 



Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 

Prepare mixture: 

 isolated DNA  

 syntetic primers (short part of DNA) 

 nucleotides 

 enzyme Taq polymerase (from bacteria Thermus aquaticus) 

 buffer with Mg2+ ionts 

Princip: forming (amplification) of identical copy 

of DNA (whole or only part) in equipment 

„termocycler“  

(Kery Mullis, 1993) 



After 30 cycles you can obtain more than 109 copy of DNA 

Animation of PCR:  
*http://highered.mcgraw-
hill.com/olc/dl/120078/mic
ro15.swf 
 
*http://www.sumanasinc.c
om/webcontent/anisamples
/molecularbiology/pcr.html 
 
http://highered.mcgraw-
hill.com/sites/0072835125/
student_view0/animations.
html# 
 
--------------------------------
http://users.ugent.be/~avier
str/principles/pcrani.html 
 
http://www.maxanim.com/
genetics/PCR/PCR.htm 
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Gel electrophoresis 

Procedure 
 prepare agarose gel and add ethidium bromid (or SYBR 

 Green)  

 stain sample with bromphenol blue 

 lay sample into the gel, set electrophoresis (potential and 

 time) 

 visualize DNA fragments under UV transluminator 

Princip: separation of DNA fragments according to their size 



100 bp ladder 

Animation of electrophoresis: 

http://www.sumanasinc.com/webcontent/anisamples/majorsbiology/gelelectrophoresis.html 

Interactive, like game: http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/units/biotech/gel/ 

http://www.sumanasinc.com/webcontent/anisamples/majorsbiology/gelelectrophoresis.html
http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/units/biotech/gel/


DNA cloning in bacteria 

Plasmid – cloning vector 
- small circular DNA (plasmid from bacteria E.coli) with: 

 replication origin (ori) 

 place for restriction endonuclease 

 gene for some specific characteristic (antibiotic resistence) 



Procedure 

 vector (plasmid) is cleaved by 

 restriction endonuclease 

 DNA fragment is inserted into the vector 

 by enzyme DNA-ligase 

 plasmid (with DNA fragment) is inserted 

 into the bacteria 

 bacteria grow and divide on the agar   

 DNA fragments are cleaved from 

 bacteria by restrictive endonuclease 

Animation of plasmid cloning: 

*http://www.sumanasinc.com/webcontent/anisamples/molecular

biology/plasmidcloning_fla.html 

 

http://highered.mcgraw-

hill.com/sites/0072835125/student_view0/animations.html# 

 

Animation of DNA ligase:  

http://www.slic2.wsu.edu:82/hurlbert/micro101/images/Ligase

Animation6.gif 
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Genomic library 

cDNA library (complementar DNA) 
- isolation of mRNA 

- reverse transcription of mRNA into DNA 

- other is the same 

cDNA library: 

genes are without 

introns !!!  

human DNA genomic 

fragments of DNA  

recombinant  

DNA molecule 

genomic 

library 

cleavage with 

restriction 

nuclease 

insertion of 

plasmids into 

bacteria 

insertion of DNA 

fragment into 

plasmids 

What is the difference between gene from these two library? 



DNA fingerprinting 



Procedure  

 cleavage of DNA (whole or part) by 

 enzyme restriction  endonuclease 

 (incubation for one hour, 37oC)  

 analysis of DNA fragments on agarose 

 gel 

HaeIII 
5´ 

3´ 

place of cleavage 

RFLP  

(restriction fragment length polymorphism) 

DNA 

Hind III Eco RI 

upper  

part 

lower  

part 

        

                         



Usage of RFLP 

 paternity and maternity tests 

 identification of individuum (criminalistics, disaster) 

 identification of bird sex (see practicle) 

 study of polymorphism and relationship (evolution)……. 

Animation – paternity test: 

http://www.sumanasinc.co

m/webcontent/anisamples/

dynamicillustrations/patern

itytesting.html Revaluation of systeme of organisms !!! 
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Southern blotting (after Dr. Edwin Southern) 

Princip: transfer of single stranded DNA (after it is denaturated 

 by NaOH) from gel into nylon membrane by equipment 

 „vacuum blotter“ under vacuum 

cleaved DNA  

agarose gel 

alcalic solution 

nylon membrane 

Northern blotting – analysis of RNA 

Western blotting – analysis of proteins 



probe 

nylon membrane  

with DNA 

autoradiography 

Hybridisation 

Princip: specific DNA probe is bound to single stranded DNA 

 based on complementarity 

DNA probe: single stranded DNA (10-1000   

 nucleotides), marked radioactive or 

 non-radioactive 

Procedure:  
 nylon membrane with blotted DNA is closed 

 into the plastic bag together with 

 marked DNA probe 

 hybridisation of probe 

 removing of non-bound probe from nylon 

 membrane 

 detection - autoradigraphy or luminescence 



Animation of RFLP: 

http://www.sumanasinc.com/webco

ntent/anisamples/majorsbiology/gel

electrophoresis.html 

Animation of fingrprinting: 

http://highered.mcgraw-

hill.com/sites/0072835125/student_

view0/animations.html# 
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Sequencing of DNA  

Princip: setting of precise order of nucleotides in DNA in 

equipment „sequenator“ 



Methods of sequencing: 

1) Maxam-Gilbert sequencing 

2) Sanger sequencing (enzymatic sequencing) - simpler, 

faster, without using of toxic substances 

Sanger sequencing 

 developed by Frederick Sanger 

 determines the nucleotide order of a given DNA fragment  

 dideoxynucleotide triphosphates (ddNTPs) are used as 

 DNA chain terminators  

dideoxynucleotide 



 this method uses the same princip as PCR, when template 

 DNA is amplified by help of primers and polymerase  

 during sequncing, just one primer is used and that is why just 

 one DNA strand is synthetised in one direction 

 sequencing reaction takes place in four tubes (four reactions) 

Sanger sequencing 
(method „plus and minus“, dideoxy method or primed synthesis) 

In one reaction:  

 template DNA  

 primer  

 DNA polymerase (Taq polymerase) 

 standard deoxynucleotides (dATP, dGTP, dCTP and dTTP) 

 one of the four dideoxynucleotide triphosphates (ddNTPs)  
(ddATP in first, ddTTP in second, ddGTP in third and ddCTP in fourth reaction)  

Dideoxynucleotide – modified nucleotide, lacking a 3'-OH group required 

for the formation of a phosphodiester bond between two nucleotides, thus 

terminating DNA strand extension and resulting in DNA fragments of 

varying length.  



The result is the mixture of DNA 

fragments of different size starting 

with primer and ending with certain 

dideoxynucleotide. 

 

DNA fragments can be separated 

based on its size by gel 

electrophoresis and set the 

nucleotide order. 



Automatic sequencing: 

 it is variant of enzymatic DNA sequencing 

 dideoxynucleotides are marked with different fluorescent 

 colors (four different colors) 

 DNA synthesis takes place in one reaction  

 capilar electrophoresis is used to separate DNA fragments 

 based on their size, the fluorescent color is detected by 

 detector at the end of capilar and thus set the nucleotide 

 order 

Animation of sequencing:  

*http://www.dnalc.org/ddnalc/resources/

cycseq.html 

http://www.dnalc.org/ddnalc/resources/cycseq.html
http://www.dnalc.org/ddnalc/resources/cycseq.html


Application of DNA sequencing 

 research - sequencig of whole genome or just part of 

 genome (e.g. study of evolution) 

 medicine - diagnosis of genetic diseases and predispositions 

 (cancer, cardiovascular disease), gene therapy 

 phylogenesis - study of evolution 

 anthropology - DNA comparation to find out migration of 

 human king (mitochondrial DNA, Y-chromosomal DNA)  

 criminalistic - using of repetitive sequences of DNA 

 (microsatelites, minisatelites) 

 forensic science - paternity test… 

 agriculture - GMO 



GMO  

genetically modified organisms 

Human GMO?  

- during in vitro 

fertilisation, egg cell 

is fertilised with 

sperm cells that can 

be contamined with 

bacteria that can be 

incorporated in 

genome 

GMO  = organism whose genetic material was altered using 

 genetic engineering techniques (recombinant DNA technology)  

 transgenic animals (mice, fish) - higher production   

 transgenic plants (maize, tomato…) - resistance to herbicides, 

 increased nutritional value  

 transgenic microbes (fungi, bacteria) - production of enzymes  

 gene therapy - improving of human health 





DNA microchip technology 

What is a DNA microchip? 

 small glass plate with thousands of short synthetic ss DNA 

 sequences (for different genes) on the surface 

What is a DNA microchip used for? 

 research tool used to identify mutations in genes that can 

 cause  diseases (e.g. breast and ovarian cancers - gene BRCA1,BRCA2)  

 researchers will produce chips to help assess individual risks 

 for developing different cancers, heart disease, diabetes 

 and other diseases 



How does a DNA microchip work? 

 obtain DNA from patient's blood and control DNA without 

 mutation in monitored genes 

 denaturate DNA, cut into small fragments and label  them by 

 fluorescent dye (patient's DNA with green dye, control DNA with red dye)  

 both sets of labeled DNA are inserted into chip and  allowed 

 to hybridize to the synthetic monitored genes on the chip  

Animation of microchip technology in cancerous cells: 

http://www.sumanasinc.com/webcontent/animations/content/dnachips.html 

red - active genes in normal cells 

green - active genes in cancerous cells 

yellow - active genes in both types of cells  

http://www.sumanasinc.com/webcontent/animations/content/dnachips.html


Identical twins (monozygotic) 

 formed when one fertilized egg splits  

 identical DNA (unless DNA mutates, but mutation are tiny to detect) 

 different phenotype (fingerprints, physical appearance) - result of 

 interaction between genes and environment in the uterus 

 (placenta environment differs for each twin)  

 DNA test can't determine the difference, while fingerprint can  

Other information: 

http://ask.yahoo.com/20010213.html, 

http://www.wonderquest.com/twins-

dna.htm 

Do twins have identical DNA?  

http://ask.yahoo.com/20010213.html
http://www.wonderquest.com/twins-dna.htm
http://www.wonderquest.com/twins-dna.htm
http://www.wonderquest.com/twins-dna.htm


CHIMERA  

 in Greek mythology = monstrous creature that 

 combined the parts of goat, lion and serpent 

 in genetics = animal that has two or more different 

 populations of genetically distinct cells that 

 originated in different zygotes  

Can individuum have two different DNA?  

Human chimeras  

 blood chimeras - people with more than 1 blood type 

 identical twins - embryos share blood supply in placenta, 

 allowing blood stem cells to pass from one and 

 settle in the bone marrow of the other  
 non-identical twins - blood cells come from twin that died 

 early in gestation (8% of non-identical twin are chimeras)  

 smaller numbers of foreign blood cells  can pass from 

 mother across placenta or persist from blood 

 transfusion  


